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Hello, I’m Sepaus Daniali, Supreme leader of Danialistan, and I’m evil. 

You may have heard all your life to vote, but with my very unbiased dictatorial opinion, I disagree 
with this. To help you understand why that is, I have personally prepared a 7 step presentation 
on why you should never vote again!

Step 1: Don’t Understand how Government works

To teach you about why you shouldn't vote, we have created a 7 step guide.

Don’t Learn how the government works. If you don’t know how it works, any further 
information will be nonsensical, and you can ignore it. 

To ensure you know as little as possible about Canadian government, here is a video about 
dictatorship

Before we get into the details, we must first go over how the government works. 

This is always the first step into understanding why you shouldn’t vote, as if you are confused 
about government any further information will be nonsensical, and you can ignore it.

[show video]

Step 2: Minimize the control over the Issues impacting your life

Brief overview of major issues that impact young people

Why you shouldn’t care about the Environment

Why you shouldn’t care about Cost of Living

Why you shouldn’t care about Healthcare

https://youtu.be/LO1mTELoj6o?si=S7DFtrDDG5Ncb1Uh
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craftdocs://open?blockId=D35DBE32-BCC6-4455-B03B-0C8A322375EE&spaceId=933a2f95-7dd8-1d87-e1d6-1ad03ae9195e
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Cost of living

The cost of living is far too high in Canada. 92% of Canadians polled by the charity Save the 
Children said the cost of living and inflation is the biggest danger to children in Canada. For 
an average Vancouver resident, nearly 50% of your monthly wage goes to rent alone. 
Further more, when people can't afford a home, this puts a strain on mental health, 
relationships and even child birth rates. Despite this, Canadian corporations are making 
record profits.

Environment 

Between 2005 and 2020 alone, our global emissions increased by a staggering 18.4%. 
Opinions by individual experts and official reports from canada show’s that we are currently 
falling behind our target of a 40 - 45% reduction of emissions by 2030. The effect can be 
seen as many young people across the country are experience eco-anxiety, fearing the 
worst if the governments aren’t able control the climate crisis in time.

Heath Care

One in six Canadians don't have a family physicians and less than half have the ability to see 
a primary care physician within 48 hours. In 2021, one in five people reported that they did 
not have any insurance to cover medication or prescriptions. Furthermore, hospitals are 
severely understaffed, and 80% of healthcare workers report feeling overwhelmed. This 
means that all people in canada, including youth, are not able to get the care they need 
when they require it most.

The environment, cost of living, healthcare. Each of these have big impacts on your daily life 
and future, but is also controlled greatly by the government 

By not voting, you are telling the government you don't want anything done about these 
pressing issues. This is a great way to ensure that the government doesn't do anything, 
because they could make things worse. This is an even better way to maximize your suffering. 
In an ideal world, the government wouldn't do anything, making nothing better or worse!

Step 3: Discourage any initiatives or groups advocating for Social Progress 

Talk about examples of non profit or political action groups that exist

How to get involved?

https://globalnews.ca/news/10182108/poll-canadians-fearful-housing-crisis/
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/mental-health-toronto-rental-market-1.6986757
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/mental-health-toronto-rental-market-1.6986757
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC10448296/
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/daily-quotidien/221102/dq221102a-eng.htm


There are many influential political organizations in Canada on all sides of the political 
spectrum, including far-left and far-right movements, groups advocating for Indigenous 
Rights, LGBTQ+ rights, environmental groups, and even Quebec Independence movements. 
It is very important that you do not support any of them, even if you agree with their 
message. No matter how convincing or logical their ideas are, remember that it's a 
brainwashing technique created by the underground lizard illuminati matrix that runs the 
government. Ignoring them means that these groups cannot do anything to create social 
progress or change. The rights of minorities will be ignored, climate change will have to 
solve itself, and the right to free expression will be lost. All from disregarding people who 
want change! Bonus points if you don't do any research on these groups but complain 
about them at any given opportunity. Just complain about the inaccurate picture of the 
group your one and only source of information gives you. This will make you an insufferable 
member of society, ruining the political discourse for everyone!

Step 4: Don’t hold your leaders accountable 

Controversy including political leaders

Justin Trudeau: Black face

Pierre Poilievre: Transphobic

Jagmeet Singh: Played Among Us  

One thing you should never do as a Canadian citizen is to expect the actions of your leaders to 
have consequences. Never let them be held accountable. Always disregard their actions and 
where and how they spend government resources. An example is the "Federal Accountability 
Act", which was created to increase transparency and establish clearer links between approved 
plans and their eventual outcomes. 

This act was created to improve public trust in the government. If people didn’t vote, acts like 
this one would cease to exist, letting the government and politicians take down whistleblowers, 
diminish ethical standards, and overall decrease transparency and accountability. 

Also, avoid researching a leader's past as it may bring up DARK chapters in their lives. For 
example, our Prime Minister's three instances of blackface which were uncovered in 2019. 
(insert images of blackface costumes). Trudeau quickly apologized, but wouldn't it be better if 
he didn't? Without the accountability from the public, those in charge can be left to sit atop the 
throne, free from their obligations to society.

Step 5: Allow national and global interests to be changed to the will of others

Extension of Step 4: Examples of Controversial Bill or act, or where the government did 
wrong doing and how people can effect that

https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2006_9/FullText.html
https://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/eng/annualstatutes/2006_9/FullText.html
https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/canada-votes-2019-trudeau-blackface-brownface-cbc-explains-1.5290664


The Canadian government has done some terrible things throughout our country's history, 
make sure you ignore all of that. They've assimilated entire groups of people, established 
internment camps, and discriminated against a variety of cultures and groups. Moreover, our 
government has established bills and laws that had immediate negative impacts, and 
consequences that are still felt today. These laws have affects people across the country, and 
the entire world. In the present, they are making decisions that could dictate the outcome of the 
climate crisis. Our current Liberal government has made lots of plans regarding the crisis, but 
we are yet to see real action and change. The Net-Zero Emissions Accountability Act, was set 
forth by the Liberals in order to guide the next 30 years of climate policy in Canada. 

This idea is not new, countries such as England have had policies such as this since 2008, 
Canada is late to the party in this regard. This act will determine whether our government will 
act towards this net-zero target, or if this is just another empty promise. In order to see real 
action, the general public needs to let their voice be heard in upcoming elections. Due to this, 
citizens must not vote, as this would result in real global change.

Step 6: Be as ignorant as possible

Avocation to do your own research

Follow the news

knowledge on the different policies and political platforms

"It’s important that we stay informed and involved and that we vote based on productivity,"

Limit your knowledge to only one source. Don’t look towards trusted news sites, or challenge 
yourself to see both sides of a story. Instead, by limiting yourself to one source, you are left 
perfectly vulnerable to be controlled by the media. This way all thoughts and ideas can be 
spoon fed into your brain, which if done for a long enough time, can trick more mind into 
thinking that any other information is irrelevant. This ensures that any new ideas or propositions 
that go against your preconceived beliefs, can be seen as fake news.

[switch slides]

Not only does this mean you will make an uneducated vote, but also guarantees that you will be 
an awful person to talk politics with. 

[switch slides]

If you do engage in the political process, make sure you are as uneducated as possible about 
each candidate. A good way to do this is to vote based purely on first impressions with little to 
no actual research into what they stand for. Voting like this can be as good as not voting at all, 
and could even be better as you will potentially support candidates who don’t align with your 
personal beliefs.

https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/net-zero-trudeau-climate-carbon-emissions-1.5809028


Step 7: Don’t Vote

Democracy relies on voting 

How voting gives you global impact to influence the policy of our country 

Recap everything on why voting “doesn’t” matter

Anybody who is over 18 and a Canadian citizen can vote in canada. That means in a few years, 
or even right now, you have the option to vote. You have the voice that can influence 
government policy. 

On average, youth vote 28% less than those over the age of 65, so it’s no shock that politicians 
tend to care less about us

Many times we can be unhappy with how the government runs things. Many times we can be 
disappointed with the choices being made over issues that impact our life. Not Voting remains 
the only way to make meaningless change, and completely undermine the democratic 
process our country relies on.

[switch slides]

So don’t try to understand the government. Give your control away for others to influence. 
Don’t support others for social change, Avoid pressing issues, Avoid accountability, Be ignorant, 
and most importantly of all. Don’t Vote

Thank you for supporting the People's Free Independent Democratic Federal Republic of 
Danialistan!

By Avoiding the vote, you remove your representation not only on national level, but to the 
entire world.


